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2018 Grand Hacienda
The lines between indoor and
outdoor living are deliberately
blurred in Prull Custom Builders’
Grand Hacienda residence. Multiple
portales connect to interior spaces
through floor-to-ceiling windows
and sliding glass doors.

Art + Artistry
A contemporary high desert masterpiece earns
Prull Custom Builders their first Grand Hacienda
By Jessa Cast

Photographs by Robert Reck

S

ited on a rise in Las Campanas with grand, sweeping views on almost every side, the Grand Hacienda winner of the 2018 Haciendas–A Parade of
Homes is not only a standout work of art, but also a surprisingly natural
part of its high desert landscape. A master work executed by Prull Custom
Builders and a team of design professionals, it showcases not only the scenery it
celebrates, but the skills of the artists who constructed it.
Prull, founded almost 40 years ago and now owned by spouses Will Prull and
Jodi Vevoda, exclusively builds custom-designed architectural projects, collaborating with talented partners to create each home. This award-winning project’s team
included architect Craig Hoopes of Hoopes + Associates; interior designer Paul
Rau of Paul Rau Interiors; and landscape architect Solange Serquis of
Serquis + Associates.
Even with such an impressive team, this house is truly special, as visually dynamic as it is soulful. Side-stepping the common Southwestern vernacular, its
contemporary style bucks convention while remaining . . . well, Santa Fean. It’s
contemporary, with an organic, industrial flair, and just a touch of the Southwest.
Right, top: A pivot entry door opens to dramatic views at the base of a C-shaped design, with guest sleeping areas
and the main living areas and master suite on opposite ends. Right, bottom: Though the floor plan is open, the
dining area is subtly separated from the kitchen and living room by see-through and floating cabinetry.
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Prull Custom Builders
In the living room, the views are
never impeded thanks to low-height
furnishings and lighting. Above the
steel-clad fireplace a piece of art
cleverly hides an 85-inch TV.

Above: Amid clean, xeric landscaping, a soothing
water feature adds aural and visual interest.

“It’s one of the most contemporary homes approved to be built
in Las Campanas,” says Prull. “That translated into it being a technically challenging project, structurally.”

The grand portal recalls The Santa
Fe Opera house, exposing the stars
through the protective roof—truly an
aria in Prull’s canon of custom homes.
The five-bedroom, 5,000-square-foot residence sits on a threeacre knoll. But it doesn’t perch; rather, it follows the contours of
the land, not forcing itself into the landscape, but sheltering in. It’s
a real design feat—for its scale, its harmony, and its meaning.
Laid out in a C-shape, the house represents an embrace, with
the master suite in one arm, the guest rooms in the other, and the
gathering spaces at the heart of the home. “They wanted the home
to feel like arms embracing a family,” says Vevoda. “It’s a hug.” A
simple sentiment, but a complex design.
Compounding the horizontal curve of the home is the vertical
With raised bedstands and
beautiful backlighting and
underlighting, the entire master
bedroom seems to float.

stepping down of that curve as it follows the slope of the land.
“The house has a number of different expressions about it,” says
Prull. “It unfolds as you move through it.” Windowed vignettes
mark the stepped hallway, marrying Serquis’s natural yet artful
landscape design outside with Rau’s upscale interior work.

Even the master bathroom
brings nature inside via sliding
doors that open to a private
outdoor shower.

With its soaring ceilings and sweeping vistas, the grand
portal recalls The Santa Fe Opera house, exposing the stars
through the protective roof—truly an aria in Prull’s canon of
custom homes. Indoors and out, every sightline purposefully
frames a view while protecting privacy and lending this massive space some compartmentalization of living areas.
“It’s welcoming and expansive,” says Prull, noting that nothing
was designed unilaterally; it was entirely a team effort, thanks in
large part to the homeowners, who, as he says, “really enjoyed developing creative ideas with the architects and designers.”
A shared dialogue among seasoned professionals, combined
with the support of creatively minded clients, made this extraordinary project a surefire win.

Prull Custom Builders, prull.com

sfahba.com
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17 Via de las Yeguas, The Estancias at Las Campanas

A Work of Modern Art
Prull Custom Builders follows last year’s Grand Hacienda win with an exceptional
home in the Contemporary Pueblo Revival style, defined by a modern use of metals,
stone, and rectilinear architecture. Many local craftsmen contributed to its finishes and
details, from the custom, rift oak cabinetry to the interior and exterior steel work. Don’t
miss the kitchen’s steel backsplash and cabinetry fascia, or the steel-wrapped outdoor
fireplace cleverly built into a stone-clad column. Though bold, masculine finishes, they
are surprising, soft touches.
Built for comfortable living and gracious entertaining, the home features many
beautiful details and finishes, including minimalist staggered book shelves in the family/
media room; recessed art nichos; wood and large-format porcelain flooring; floating
dressers in the master bedroom and floating vanities in the master bath; curved
archways; and floor-to-ceiling windows and multi-slide glass doors. No fewer than four
outdoor portales adorned with three water features facilitate indoor/outdoor living and
capture breathtaking Sangre and Jemez views from every angle.
About the builder: Since 1981, Prull Custom Builders
has specialized in building high end, architect-designed
custom homes, winning Citation and Merit Awards in
the AIA Excellence in Design competition. Santa Fe
Parade of Homes awards include the coveted 2018
Grand Hacienda and a host of “Bests” for Craftsmanship,
Design, Kitchen, Outdoor Living Space,
and Master Suite. Prull also received
the Heritage Preservation Award for the
historic Manderfield Project.
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Jodi Vevoda
& Will Prull

HOME FEATURES
• Spectacular Jemez and Sangre views
from an elevated vantage point
• Beautiful outdoor spaces with four 		
portales and three water features
• Contemporary use of metals and 		
rectilinear architecture
• Artistic wood work and metal work
price: N/A
lot size: 1.73 acres
heated sq. ft.: 4,614
total sq. ft.: 8,177
architect: Lorn Tryk Architects
interior designer: Chandler Prewitt
Design
landscape architect: Serquis +
Associates
Driving Directions: From the
downtown area, take US 84
north/285 north to 599 south.
From 599, take the Camino La
Tierra exit, turning right onto
Camino La Tierra. Proceed 3.3
miles until the road forks by the
bell tower and veer left, staying
on Camino La Tierra, and continue for approximately 3.0 miles.
Turn left into the gate at Via de las
Yeguas. The house is at the end
of the cul de sac on the right.

